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Abstract

features. First, like the cell averagedmethod of ref. [3],

We describe a new multidomain spectral collocation
method for the solutionof compressibleflow problemsthat
has features lacking in most current methods. Based on a
staggeredgrid, it defines the solutions at the nodes of a
Chebyshev Gauss quadrature rule and the fluxes at the
nodes of a Chebyshev Gauss-Lobatto rule. The method
is conservative and free-stream preserving. By way of
numerical experiments, we show that it is exponentially
accurate. A significant advantage of the method is that
subdomain corners are not included in the approximation,
making complex geometrieseasier to treat.

it is conservative. Thus, it should be possible to apply
shock capturing techniquesto the approximation. Only
flux valuesare required at interfaces,not their derivatives,
so discontinuouschangesin the grids can occur acrossinterfaces.

The result is that

subdomains

can be defined

in-

dependently of their neighbors,which makes the method
geometricallyflexible. Also, the interface conditions can
be computed to the same temporal accuracy as the inte-

riorpoints,unlikethe correction
scheme
methods[4]. Most
important, in multiple space dimensions, the method does

not include(the Gaussrulesbeingopen)the cornersof sub-

domains. Thus the coding of the method does not require
special casesat corners, and any number of subdomains
Key words: spectral methods, domain decomposition,
can meet at a point without coding difficulty.
compressibleflows.
The paper is divided as follows. After the equations
AMS subject classifications: 65P30, 76N99.
that we intend to solveare presentedin Section 1, the approximation is described in Section 2 for problems in two
space dimensions. In Section 3, we show that the method
I
Introduction
is both conservativeand free-stream preserving. Section
In this paper, we describea new multidomain spectral col- 4 provides three examples of the use of the method for
location method for the solution of inviscid compressible two-dimensional problems. The first problem is that of a
flow problems. The method is based on a staggeredgrid, point sourceflow, for which there is an exact solution. We
analogousto fully staggeredgrids often used with finite show that exponential accuracy is obtained for this problem. The next problem is a steady subsonicflow through
differencemethods. In our case, however, the solutionsare
defined at the nodes of the Chebyshev Gauss quadrature an array of cylindersin a duct. We then solve a transonic
flow in a two-dimensionalconverging-divergingnozzle and
rule, while the fluxes are evaluated at the nodes of the
Chebyshev Gauss-Lobatto rule. Staggered grid spectral comparethe results to experimental data. Concluding reapproximationswere first proposedfor the solution of the

marks are made in the final section.

incompressible
Navier-Stokes
equations(c.f. [1], pg. 234).
Our grid will be identical to the fully staggeredgrid of

Bernardiand Maday [2].
When applied to the Euler gas-dynamicsequations,the
staggeredgrid multidomain concept has many desirable
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The equations

In this paper, we describethe approximation of the Euler
equationsof gas-dynamicsin conservativeform,
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whereQ is the vectorof solutionunknownsand F(Q) and
G(Q) are the advectiveflux vectors
pu

pu

Q= pv

F=

puv

puv

u(pe+ p)

pe

polynomial

i=O

pv

P + pu2

P + pv2
v(pe+ p)

(2)

Weassume
thegasisperfectsothat pe= p/(7--1)+p(u 2qv2)/2 and'7: 1.4. Foraxisymmetric
problems,
suchasthe

95

definedon the Lobatto grid. On the Gauss grid, we define

hi+l/2 • F'N-1 to be the polynomial

= II
/=o•j+l/2

(Sb)

--•i+1/2

transonic flow in the converging-divergingnozzle discussed
Finally,let Qj be a grid point valueon the Lobatto grid
later, we interpret x as the axial coordinate and y as the
--

radial

coordinate.

In that

case we add the vector

andQj+•/2bea valuedefined
ontheGauss
grid.Thenwe

write the polynomialsthat interpolate thesevaluesas

pv

(3)

H-- 1

N

puv

Q(X)=

(6a)

pv2
v(pe + p)

qej(x)
j=O

N-1

to the right hand sideof equation(1).

•(X) : E •J+l/2hj+I/2(x)'

(6b)

•----0

3

The staggered grid
approximation

3.1

3.2

Mapping of the subdomains

In two spacedimensions,we subdivide the computational

Notation

domain,f•, into multiplequadrilateralsubdomains,

We make two assumptionsabout the subdivision in this
The staggeredgrid approximation computesthe solution
paper.
First, we restrict subdomainsto intersectonly at a
values and advective fluxes on different grids. Unlike the
point or along an entire side. Thus, we do not considergecommonapproximation[1], which usesonly the nodes
of the Chebyshev Gauss-Lobatto quadrature as colloca- ometrically non-conformingapproximations here. Second,
we assumethat the subdomain boundaries do not vary in
tion points, the new method usesboth the Gauss and the
time.
Gauss-Lobatto points. We denote the Lobatto points by
Once defined, the individual subdomains are mapped
Xj andthe Gausspointsby Xj+I/•_, definedby
independentlyonto the unit square by an isoparametric

Xj

Xj+I/2
--

--- •

:

transformation.Let the vectorfunctiong(s), 0 _<s _<1

,

•i (l_cos(2J+•7r•)
[,2N+2] J = 0,1,..., N - 1

define a parametric curve. Define also the polynomial of
degree N,
N

(4)
(7)
re):
In equation(4), we have mapped the usual collocation
j=0
pointsdefinedon [-1, 1] to the moreconvenientunit interval. The overbar and half point notation for the Gauss that interpolatesg at the Gauss-Lobattopoints, definedin
(4). Foreachsubdomain,
f•t•,we
points is used only for its value as an analogy to stag- thefirstpartof equation
define
four
such
polynomial
curves,
Fro(s),
m
=
1,2,3,4
geredgrid finite differencemethods.It is understoodthat
the Gauss points do not lie halfway between the Lobatto

points[1].
We also define two polynomial approximations,one for
the Gauss grid, and one for the Lobatto grid. Let the
spaceof polynomialsof degreelessthan or equal to N be

that boundthesubdomain.
Finally,wemapeachf• onto
the unit square by the linear blending formula

x(X, v)

denotedPN. Let fj (•) • P• be the Lagrange
interpolating (s)

(1 - Y)I'• (X) + YF3(X) + (1 - X)F4(Y)
+XF2(Y) - x•(1 - X)(1 - Y)
-x2X(1 - Y) - x3XY - x4(1 - X)Y ,

3'raggered-GridMultidomain Method
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Figure 1: Diagram of the fully staggeredgrid in two spacedimensions.

where•he xj's representthe locationsof the cornersof the

in Figure 1. This grid is the sameas the staggeredgrid

subdomain. As an added restriction on the method, we
will requirethat the polynomialorderson either sideof an
interfacematch,makingthe approximationfunctionallyas
well asgeometricallyconforming.This requirementmeans,
•s•entially, that the grid points from either side coincide
along an interface.

incompressibleNavier-Stokesequations. In what follows,
we will ignore superscriptsthat denote which subdomain
is being considered,unlessnecessary.
Points of type "a" in Figure 3 represent the

proposed
byBernardiandMaday[2]forthesolution
ofthe

Gauss/Gauss
points(•i+l/2,Yj+l/2), i -- 0,1,..., N -

Underthemapping
•k •_•[0,1] x [0,1], theEulerequa- 1, j tions (1) become

(9a) 0Q1[0•0(•]
o-•+Y •+5-V

1.

The grid that results from

sional grid defined in equation (4).

We approximate

the

JacobJan

solution

and

the

transformation

at

the

Gauss/Gauss
points,
anddenote
thembyQi+l/2,j.l/• and
Ji+l/2,j+l/2= J(Xi+l/2,j+l/2,Yi+l/2,j+l/2). Fromthese,

where

(95)

0,1,...,M-

these points is the tensor product of the one dimen-

~

we computethe Gausspoint valuesof Qi+l/•,j+l/•

•"= y•NF-- x•NG (• = --yxNF
+ xxNG
J(X,Y)=x XNoN
N
sY -- xyNYx

Since we assume that

the subdomain

boundaries

do not

movein time, we can write equation(9a) as

o•

(10)

0•(q)

-

Ji+l/2,j+l/•Qi+u•,j+l/•. Finally,the interpolant
of the
solution through the Gauss points is a polynomial in
PN-1,M-1 -- PN-1 •) PM-i:

(•)

•(X, r) =
N-1M-1

Y•. • (•i+1/2,j+1/2
hi+l/2(X)
hj+U2(Y)

0•(q)

i=0

Ot+ 0--•-+ OY - 0

j=O

tion (9b).

The points of type "b" in Figure i form the
Lobatto/Gauss grid whose points are written as

3.3

(Xi, Yj+l/2), i = 0,1,...,N, j = 0,1,...,M1. On
thisgrid are evaluated
the horizontalflux vector,•' and

where(• - JQ andthefluxes
arestilldefined
in equaComputation

of the interior

fluxes

the metric terms y•- and xy. The metric terms are the anA fully staggeredgrid is used in two spacedimensions. alyticalderivatives
of the polynomialfunctionsdefinedby
A schematicof the grid on a single subdomain is shown equation(8) evaluatedat thesepoints. Then the horizon-
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tal flux is the polynomialin P•v,M-• that passesthrough

95

since, by construction,

the grid point values

Fi,j+l/2

o

(12)

In equation (12), Q(X,¾)

is the polynomialof the

hm+l/2(Yj+l/2) =

5rn,3

hn+l/2(Xi+l/2) =

5n,i

where5j,• is the Kroneckerdelta function.
Next, when derivatives need to be evaluated at the

type(11)thatpasses
through
thepoints
(•i+1/2,j+1/2/Gauss/Gausspoints, they can also be done as a sequence
Ji+l/2.j+l/2. Onlytheinteriorfluxpointsarecomputed
by

of one-dimensionalderivatives. To compute the derivative

equation(12). The boundaryand interfaceflux definitions approximations, the interpolants of the grid point values
are described in the next sub-section.
The vertical flux and the derivatives yx and xx are
defined on the Gauss/Lobatto grid, marked by "c" on

of the fluxes are differentiated, and the result is evaluated
at the Gausspoints. Computationally, this becomes

Figure1. Thepointsonthisgridare(•i+•/2,Yj), i:

N

0, 1.... , N - 1, j = 0, 1,..., M, and the vertical flux is the

---i+1/2,j+1/2

polynomial in P,v-•.M that passesthrough the points

Fn.j+l/2gn(Xi+l/2)
n:O

N

•,+1/2.j
(13)

-Yx(Xi+i/2, Yj)F (•(•i+1/2, •j))
N-"•xx(Xt+I/2,•j) G (•(•i+1/2, •j)) ß

Like equation(12), equation(13) is only appliedto the
calculation of interior point fluxes.
While it may appear that defining quantities on three
different grids would lead to a significantly more complicated method than a single grid Lobatto approximation,
this turns out not to be the case. First, the definition of

the fluxesby equations(12) and (13) imply that the reconstruction procedure, i.e., the interpolation needed to
compute the fluxes at the Lobatto points, is not a twodimensional operation. Rather, it can be computed by a
lessexpensivesequenceof one-dimensionalinterpolations.
The values of the solution vector that are required to compute the flux vectors are
N-1M-1

•(Xt.•j+i/2) -- Y• Y• •i+1/2,j+1/2
i=0

j=0

x h•+l/2(Xi)hj+•/2(Yj+W2)
N--1

(14a)

-- Z •i+l/2,j+l/2hi+l/2(xi)
i=0

---i+1/2,j+1/2

Gi+l/2,rngrn(rj+l/2)
rr*=0

The reconstruction and differentiation operations repre-

sentedby equations(14) and (15) can both be computed
by matrix multiplication.
The total work associated with the interpolation and
differentiationoperationsin two spacedimensionsis twice
that of a method that only usesthe Lobatto grid. On the
other hand, the method requiresthe same amount of work

as the cell averagedmethod[3] in two spacedimensions.
The equivalenceof the amount of work is due to the more
complex nature of the reconstruction for the cell averaged
method in two space dimensions.

3.4

Interface and boundary

fluxes

To describehow to compute the interface and boundary
conditionsusingthe staggeredgrid approximation,we will
refer to Figure 2, which schematicallyrepresentsfour subdomains and the locations at which solution and flux val-

ues are computed. Only the grid points near the boundaries are marked. The circlesrepresentthe solutionvalues,

whicharelocated
ontheGauss•/Gauss
grid.Thelocations
of the horizontalflux values,Fi,j+•/2, are represented
by
solid squares. The locations of the vertical flux values,

and
N-1

i=0

M-1

j=0

X hi+l/2(Xi+l/2)•j+l/2(•j)
M-1

(14b)

(15)

= Z •i+1/2,j+l/2hj+l/2(•j)
j=0

•i+U2,j, aremarked
byhollow
squares.
Fromthediagram, we see that along the vertical interfaces between
subdomains1 and 2 and between subdomains3 and 4,
only the horizontal fluxes need to be computed. Along
horizontal interfaces,like those between subdomains1 and
3, only the vertical flux needsto be computed. Becausethe
grid is fully staggered,the couplingis throughsubdomain
facesonly, not through corners.

Staggered-Grid
Multidomain
Method
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Figure2: Diagramof foursubdomains
s_howing
locations
nearinterfaces
wheresolutions
andfluxesare computed.
Symbols:
circle- solution;
solidsquare
- F; hollowsquare
- (•.
Figure 2 indicatesa significantadvantageto the use of solverwith the entropyfix. To illustratethe procedure,let
the fully staggeredgrid over the use of an unstaggered us considerthe situation alongvertical interfacesshown
approximation,e.g. [4]. An unstaggered
approximation Figure2. Formally,
giventhe twostatesQL andQR that
requires special corner algorithms to be devisedto com- havebeencomputedfrom the interpolationof the Gauss
pute cornersolutionsto ensurestablepropagationof waves point values,Roe'sapproximateRiemannsolverwrites the
through the corners. The choiceof bi-characteristicsthat horizontal flux as
determinesthe domainsof dependence
becomesmorecom•,(QL,QR)=
plex as the numberof subdomains/boundaries
that come (16)
together at a point increases.The staggeredapproximation does not include subdomain corners, so conditionsdo
not have to be specifiedat corner points. Thus, any number of subdomainscan come together at a point without
the need for special point approximations and code.

The interpolationof the solutionby equation(14) produces two solution values at an interface point, one from
each of the two contributingsubdomains.We do not ex-

2

where R is the matrix of the right eigenvectorsof the Ja-

cobian
of•', computed
using
theRoe-average
of Q•; and
QR. ThematrixA is the matrixof theeigenvalues
of •.
Thisformulais modifiedto correctthe entropyacross
sonic
points.A detailedaccountcanbe foundin [5].
Physicalboundariescan be viewedas interfacesbetxveen

pect these two valuesto coincide,except in the limit of

the external flow and the computationalregion. Wall
infiniteresolution.A singleflux is calculated
by solvingan boundaries
canbecomputed
byimposing
anopposing
flow
approximateRiemannproblemthat considers
wavesprop- that enforces zero normal momentum flux across the inagatingnormalto the interface.This normalwaveapprox- terface. Subsonic inflow and outflow boundaries can be

i•nationis common
for finitedifference
approximations
[5] computedby replacingthe solutionthat would have come
andhasbeenusedforspectralapproximations
in [3]. Sev- from a neighboringsubdomainby the free-streamvalues,
eralsolverchoices
arepossible,
but wehaveusedRoe's[6] if they are known.Thus,the flux at the boundaryon the
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leftofFigure2 wouldbecomputed
by•'(Q•c,QR).If the 4

Properties of the staggered
grid approximation

full state of the exterior flow is not known, an alternative

procedurecan be used such as that applied for the nozzle
calculation below. Supersonicoutflow boundariesrequire
no extra conditions.

95

The staggeredgrid approximationis both conservativeand

free-stream
preserving.A net gainor lossof (• is determined only by a net gain or loss through the exterior
boundaries. Also, if the solution is constant in space, then
the solution must remain constant in time also, even in the
From equations(11)-(15), with boundaryand interface presenceof a spatially varying mapping.

3.5

Discretization

of the equations

fluxesdefinedby equation (16), we can now definethe

We first show that the staggered grid approximation

semi-discrete approximation for the solution unknowns
within

is conservative.

a subdomain:

It

is sufficient

to consider

four

subdo-

mains as shown in Figure 2. Let the quadrature weights

dQi+l/2.j+l/2
[OP-•
-+

=0,

Wi+l/2,•]j+l/2 be definedsothat
1

i =0,1,...,N-1
j =0,1,...,M-1

1

N- 1 •¾I- 1

i=0

Equation (17) is a systemof ordinary differentialequations that must be integrated in time to get the approximate solutionvaluesat the Gausspoints. In principle, any
commonintegration procedurecan be used. We have chosen to use low storage Runge-Kutta methods that require
only 2-N storagelocations. In this paper, we consideronly
the computation of steady-state problems, for which the
time discretization is only an iterative procedure, so it is
sufficient to use the low-order nfid-point rule. For each
subdomain. we compute

(•rt+l/2
~n
i+1/2.j+1/2
----Qi+l/2.j+l/2

2

(19)

VP ß P.¾-l.•-i

By the exactnessof the quadrature, the sum of equa-

tion (17) timesWi+l/2t]j+l/2overall the pointswithina
subdomain

is

N-

1.iV/-

1

~

Y• dd-•t
i+l/2.j+l/2•'i+l/2t]

i,j=0

(2o)

q-

i-- 0,1,...,Nj-0,1,...,M-

j=0

i+1/2,j+1/2

fo•
•-•dXdY
N-1

Z [• q-•-•]i+1/2,j+1/2
wi+l/2•j+l/2

1
i

i,j=O

(is)
(•n+l

~n

,+1/2,j+1/2:Qi+l/2,j+l/2
Thus, for each subdomain,
i+1/2,j+1/2

i = o, 1,... ,Nj = O,1,...,/F/-

1
I

where the superscript n denotes the time level. For the
staggeredgrid approximation,this method appearsto have
a good balancebetweenthe time step required and temporal damping introducedby the scheme.With additional
knowledge of the eigenvalue structure of the differentiation matrices, other choicesmight include schemesoptimized for rapid convergenceto steady-state, suchas those

discussed
in [7].

•

(•dXd¾
=-

-

•'(1,¾)d¾
+ •'(O,¾)dY

+

(21)
Whenequation(21) is summedoverall subdomains,
the
interior integrals cancel so that only the boundary contributions

remain:

?ag'gered-GridMultidomainMethod

dT
•
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Y)+•'a(O,
Y))dY
(•idXdY
= (•'q(O,

(•'2(1,
Y)+•'4(1,
Y))dY

0)+

0))

+

ax

5.1

Subsonic point source flow

As our first example, we considerthe flow of a steady, irro-

rational gasexiting from a point. This flow can be solved

exactlyby a hodograph
transformation
[8]. The streamlinesare radial, and level curvesof the Mach number, pressure and densityare circlescenteredon the source.
We solve the point sourceflow on the grid shown in

Figure3. The geometry,a squarewith five circlescut out

of its interior, was chosento showthat the method can be
usedto computea flow in a complex,multiply connected
(22)
region. Twenty four subdomainswere usedto cover the
Tke staggeredgrid approximation is also free-stream computational domain. Shown on the figure are the grid
preserving,which means that the isoparametricspatial lines of the Lobatto grid. The solutionsthemselvesare
mappingsdo not introducefalsesourceterms. It is suffi- actually definedinterior to each "cell" boundedby the grid
cient to considerthe approximationwithin one subdomain, lines.
sinceall derivativesare computedlocally by subdomain.If

we take r(Q) = G(Q) = x, then the approximation
(17)
beccmes

=0

Sincex N • PN,N,

that

(25)d_•[
=0ji=0,1,...,N-1
i+1/2,j+1/2
= O,1,..., M - 1
5

Examples

In this section, we use the staggeredgrid approximation
to compute three steady flow problems. The first problem
is subsonicflow from a point source. The flow is computed on a multiply connectedgeometry to show'that the
,nethod is suitable for complexgeometries.This problem
has an exact, analytic solution, and we show'that exponential convergence
is obtained. The next problemis a steady
subsonicflow through an array of cylindersin a duct. The
final problemcomputesa transonicflow in an axisymmetric converging-diverging
nozzle. The solutionfor the nozzle
is compared to experimental data.

Figure 3: Grid for point sourceproblem.
The boundary conditions were chosenso that the exact

steady solutiou is radial flow'with a point sourceat the
center of the nfiddle circle of Figure 3. The center cutout
circle was specifiedas an inflow boundary, with the conditionschosensothat the Mach numberof the incomingflow
was 3I = 0.6. The boundary conditionsalong the remain-

ing cutoutcircleswereeither inflowor outflow,depending
on the direction of the normal velocity. The square outer
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boundaryof the problemwasan outflowboundary.For all
inflow/outflow boundaries,the exact solutionwas usedto
provide the external flow valuesrequired by the Riemann
solver.

-1.5

In Figure 4, we plot the exact and computed Mach number contoursfor the solution of the point sourceflow. The
contour lines of the exact solution, which are plotted with
dashed lines, are coincident with the solid contour lines of
the computed solution. In this figure, and in those following, contoursare plotted usingsolutionvaluesinterpolated
from the Gauss points to the Lobatto points. The interpolation is done for display reasons,sincea plot usingthe
Gauss points would show gaps between the subdomains,
representing the fact that the solution is not defined on
the interfaces. On the other hand, plotting the interpolant
does give some indication of the size of the jumps in the
solution

at the interfaces.

/

4

6 8 10 12 14 16

N
Figure 5: Convergenceof the densityfor the solutionshown
in Fig. 4.

5.2

Subsonic flow through an array of
cylinders in a duct

Our secondexample is the solution of a flow through

array of cylindersinsidea straightduct (Figure 6). Wall

x

/

Figure 4: Solutionof the point sourceflow for the geometry
shownin Fig. 3. The exact solutionis plotted with dashed
lines, the computed with solid lines.

Figure 5 showsthe maximum error in the density as a
function of the number of points per subdomain and indicatesexponentialconvergence
of the solution. We seethat

boundary conditionswere enforcedon the upper and lower
boundaries, in addition to the cylinder surfaces. The
boundary conditionsat the left and right enforceda horizontal, Mach 0.25 free stream. The initial conditionsspecified the uniform flow everywhere. Solution contours for
the Mach number are shown in Figure 6b.
5.3

Transonic

flow

in a

converging-diverging nozzle
To show that the method is applicable to transonic prob-

lems,we computethe flow in an axisymmetricconvergingdiverging nozzle. We have chosenthe nozzle used in the

doublingthe numberof pointsper subdomaincausesthe experimental
investigation
of Cuffelet al. [9],whichwas
error to decayby approximatelytwo ordersof magnitude. designedto showsignificanttwo dimensionaleffects.The

$taggered-Crid Multidomain Method
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Figure 6a: Grid for flow in a duct.

Figure 6b: Mach contoursfor the flow in the duct.
nozzle consistsof a convergingsection with half angle of
45ø and a diverging section with half angle of 15ø. The
experimentaltests were done in air with a stagnationtem-

peratureof 300K and stagnationpressure
of 1.01x 10-2

equations(1)-(3) by p = P*/Ptot,P= P*/Ptot, where
* representsthe dimensionalquantity. Under this sca!ing,
the temperatureand entropybecomeT = T*/Ttot, $tot =

Pa. Figure 7 showsthe nozzlegeometryand the grid used

0. The initial condition for the computation was the exact solutionof the quasi-one-dimensionalnozzlehaving the

in our computations.

same area as the two-dimensional

nozzle.

For the inflow

condition at the left boundary, we specify the tangential
velocity to be zero, the entropy to be zero, and the temperature to be equal the total temperature specifiedby the
experiment. At the right boundary, the outflow is supersonic, so no boundary condition is necessary there.
Since not all of the external

flow values are known at

left boundary,particularly the inflow velocity, it is not convenient to use the Riemann solver to impose the boundary
condition. Instead, we use the following characteristic-like
method that allows us to specify the known parameters.
The fact that the inflow condition

enforces v = 0 means

that the flow is essentiallyone dimensionalthere. In terms
of the Mach number, M, and the sound speed, a, the leftgoingRiemann invariant for the one dimensionalflow will
satisfy

Figure7: Grid for the 45ø-15ø converging-diverging
nozzle.
To match the experimental conditions, we scaled the
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near the nozzle throat.

6

Concluding remarks

We have describeda new, staggered-gridChebyshevspectral multidomain

(26)

acomp.(Mcomp.
2)
7-1

method

for the solution of inviscid com-

pressibleflow problems. In this method, the solutionsare
defined at the nodes of a Gauss quadrature rule, while
the fluxes are evaluated

at the nodes of a Gauss-Lobatto

rule. An approximateRiemann solveris usedto determine
wherethe computedquantitiesrepresentvaluescomputed the characteristicdecompositionneeded to advect waves
at the boundary by the reconstructionprocedure. Equa- througha subdomaininterface.•Ve have presentedappli:.•n (26), plusthe relationship
betweenthe Machnumber, cationshere to two dimensionalproblems,but the method
is alsoapplicableto one dimensionalproblems,and should
total sound speedand sound speedgives
extend directly to three dimensions. The method should
also be applicable to the solution of any hyperbolic system in which the flux vector itself can be decomposed
1+
7-1
into wave components. The staggered grid multidomain
concept has many desirable features. including conservaEquation(27) canbe written asa quadraticequationin the
tion, free-stream preservation, geometric flexibility and
Mach number and solveddirectly. Once the inflow Mach
programmingsimplicity.
number is known, the soundspeedcan be computed. From
the Mach number, the soundspeed,tangential velocity and
-ke entropy, all remaining variables and the boundary flux
can be computed.

Some results computed for the nozzle are shownin Figures 8 and 9. First a comparisonof the computed Mach
cuntoursand the measuredMach number in the neighborhoodof the nozzlethroat is shownin Figure 8. We see
good agreementbetween the computed Mach contoursand
q:e measuredvalues up to about M = 1.6. We note that
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the discrepancies
are consistentwith the discrepancies
ob-

servedwith otherinviscidflowsolversreportedin [9]. A
comparisonbetween the computed and measuredvaluesof
•he pressurealong the upper wall of the nozzle is shownin
Figure 9.
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